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CAT5e cables are an enhanced version of CAT5 cables and in the current technologically advanced
world, a new improved version called as CAT6 has also been introduced. However, CAT5e cables
are regarded as the best by many users since it offers the same capacity and speed of CAT6 cables
that too at a better cost. CAT5 cables has been the industry standard for voice signals and Ethernet
for quite a number of year now and usage of twisted pair of high signal integrity cable for rejection of
noise, this cable was the benchmark with respect to carriage of information.

As mentioned earlier, CAT5e cables are an improved version of CAT5 cables thereby adding
specifications and speed for reduction of electromagnetic interference or far-end cross talk from one
unshielded twisted pair to another twister pair. CAT5e cables are not only sold as small cables, but
they are also sold as CAT5e bulk cables and as CAT5e 1000ft cables. Now, users might get a doubt
as to whether to go for normal cables or bulk cables. The benefits of bulk cables mentioned below
will be useful for the users to come to a conclusion in this respect:

Bulk cables are the best for security, video, data and voice network installation. They offer reliable
and fast method of segments of stations and interconnect modules within a single infrastructure.
These bulk cables not only meets, but also exceeds the TIA/EIA 568B performance of normal
CAT5e cables thereby making them highly suitable for custom network installation projects. Apart
from these benefits, CAT5e bulk cables are being offered in different colors like White, Orange,
Light Grey and blue without any change in the cost and therefore users can choose the color that
can perfectly match their home or office, wherein the cable is going to be installed.

Apart from these benefits, purchase of CAT5e 1000ft cable, which is a bulk cable enables IT
administrators and professionals to inter-connect workstations, servers and modules within a
network. On the other hand, when a patched CAT5 cable is purchased, it will not offer the required
length and the kind of connector patching. This is the reason why some installers are selecting to
purchase bulk cables in such a way that they can customize the patching and distance on both ends.

Nowadays, bulk cables are sold online and users are at their liberty to order them online, however it
is essential to choose the perfect website for this purpose so that the desired result can be achieved.
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Get the great quality a cat5 network cables at the most competitive prices possible. We have a huge
range of high quality, affordable and a speaker wire for DVD, satellite boxes, LCD, projectors,
plasma and HDTVs. For more details about Mini Hdmi Cable, ir repeater visit us online.
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